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Abstract
A verification algorithm and new polymers to produce the elements of the counterfeit packaging protection have
been suggested. Protective elements are made of polymer materials with the “shape memory” containing the
parts that are significantly different in the degree and temperature of shrinkage under heating up to 95-100 °C.
These materials are used to print a linear bar code with the EAN-13 symbology, specially distorted in proportion
to the degree of the local film shrinkage. The identity verification of the packaging is carried out by reading the
bar code before and after heat treatment. The dependence of the local shrinkage degree of the internal
polyvinylchloride film with the “shape memory” on the temperature of the modification of the intervals, mode
and method of heat treatment applied in the verification of the package identity has been studied.
Keywords: Polyvinylchloride film, shrinkage, interval modification, packaging, falsification protection, bar
code with the linear symbology, heat treatment
1. Introduction
At present, falsification of commodity goods of mass consumption is an urgent problem all over the world,
especially in the developed countries. For these goods the method of falsification is often based on the
substitution of the genuine product for the counterfeit one, with resemblance of the package and the label of the
genuine product being preserved. The material and graphic printing of the package are made to look identical
with the real ones (Deisler, 2000). This is the way counterfeiters try to deceive the consumer. Trying to prevent
the product from being falsified, the manufacturers use unique technologies (Žiljak et al., 2009) and materials
(Ostromoukhov and Hersch, 1999), embedding variable watermark information in screens (Shen-ge Wang et al,
2008). It increases the product value considerably, decreases its competitiveness but, nevertheless, counterfeiters
soon master these techniques too. It results in constant demand for cheap methods of products protection from
falsification by using the package that is difficult to counterfeit.
One of possible trends in the development of the techniques for packaging protection from falsification is the
combination of certain material, protective coded image printed on the film and a special method of
identification (Wu, 2000, Yeung, 1997). The combination of these three components is used in the protection
method suggested (Kondratov and Babljuk, 2011; Kondratov et al., 2011) which is based on the polymer
material. To produce such a material, it is recommended to use a polymer film as a base that is manufactured on
large scale, which is relatively cheap (Kaminska, and Hasegawa, 1987; Tsitsilianis, et al., 1989).
To achieve the aim, one can use a shrinkable film (Grossman, Richard F. (Hrsg.)., 2008) that is subjected to prior
thermo-mechanical modification. After treatment the modified areas of the film should lose the shrinkage
capability completely or become shrinkable only at significantly higher temperatures than the initial material.
Such a material is called the material with the “shape memory”. In this case the zones with the “shape memory”
are fixed in certain intervals, and the modified film can also be referred to as “interval”. The linear size of
modified intervals of a film, as a rule, is 2 ÷ 20 mm. According the international scale of EAN-13 it should be
0,2 ÷ 0,8 of the bar code’s length
The interval film prepared is used to produce packaging onto which a bar code is printed so that a part of the
code falls on the locally modified surface and the other part of the code – on the non-modified part, the bar code
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having a magnified scale in the zones which in printing fall onto the non-modified parts of the film. The
magnification of the code scale is made at the stage of prior-to-printing preparation of the image proportionally
with the predicted shrinkage of the non-modified intervals (Kondratov, 2011). The bar code is not accessible to
reading during the primary identification of the packaging product. Then the film is exposed to general heating
under which the locally modified intervals of the film do not change their dimensions, with the non-modified
ones shrinking in one direction by the degree of the linear shrinkage of the initial material.
The shrinkage of the film and scaling of the barcode should be in agreement in such a way that after heating the
bar code would become accessible to reading. Simultaneously it is recommended that an analogous common bat
code be printed on the package, which will contain the necessary information on the properties of the product,
e.g. about its price. Thus, the bar code with a partially changed scale will serve to control the authenticity of
goods.
The scheme of protective marking and control of the identity of the graphic printing is presented in Fig.1.

A

B
Figure 1. The scheme of the protective marking and control of the identity of the package or label, produced on
an interval shrinkable film: A – a fragment of the film with the bar codes before heating; B – the same fragment
after heating, 1- modified parts of the film (without shrinkage) 2-20 mm, 2- a modified code inaccessible to
reading, 3 – a common bar code, 4 – heating procedure, 5 – a modified bar code accessible to reading after
heating, 6 – a common bar code inaccessible to reading after heating
The given project of the protective marking production requires carrying out investigations aimed at the choice
of the conditions to implement the technology of the interval modification of a specific polymer film from those
that are most demanded on the packaging industry and the conditions of its heat treatment after printing
protective marking to verify the identity.
2. Technique of Researches
Studying the physical-chemical nature of the “shape memory” effect.
To investigate the physical-chemical nature of the “shape memory” effect and to determine the optimal
quantitative parameters of the modification process, a calorimetry examination of the print substrate
polyvinylchloride films from different manufacturers, exposed to thermal mechanical modification, has been
carried out. Polyvinylchloride films from different manufacturers have the same basic ingredients of the composition,
including: polyvinyl chloride suspension (92%), dioctyl phthalate (4%), calcium stearate, polifenilmetilsiloksan - 4, an
epoxidized soybean oil.
To carry out the calorimetric examination of the print substrates with the “shape memory”, packs of micro disks
with diameter of 2.0 mm, cut out from the modified parts of the interval film samples were prepared to be put
inside the crucible of the differential scanning calorimeter (DSC). Aluminum crucibles with the diameter of 5
mm with holes and the calorimeter with the programmed diagram processing on the PC-DSC 204 processor of
the Phoenix company NETZSCH (Germany) were made use of.
Standard DSC diagrams as “sensor signal –temperature” plots were obtained from the samples of 0.5 – 0.7 g
with the heating rate of the crucible 10 °C/min.
To substantiate the optimal modes of the thermal-mechanical modification of the packaging materials and to
study the “shape memory” effect in the interval films, the local shrinkage of the modified parts of the films was
measured.
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For justification of optimum modes thermo-mechanical modifications of packing materials and studying of effect
of "shape memory" in interval films carried out measurement of local shrinkage of the modified sites of films.
For receiving and research of laboratory models of protective packing from interval materials with "shape
memory" the rigid thermo-shrinkable film from polyvinylchloride of the European and Russian productions was
used. Narrow zones with the minimum shrinkage were created by local heat treatment at 70 – 112 ºС samples of
a film under pressure of 70 psi. Constant pressure in size was created by a short-term impact of the hot steel
whetstones which temperature was maintained to within 0,5 ºС. Temperatures of heating are specified in the
table. Received by local thermo-mechanical modification at 90 – 112 ºС samples of interval polyvinylchloride
film materials show effect of "shape memory" only in not modified intervals at the general heating of films
(models of packing) from 60 ºС to 100 ºС both in water, and in a laminator. Radiation heating of interval
materials with "shape memory" in package (office) laminator was used for modeling of process of shrinkage of
the marked elements of packing in practice.
Before heating for the purpose of identification of results of shrinkage the millimetric coordinate grid was put on
laboratory samples of interval films in the way of a stencil process. The grid is necessary for carrying out
dilatometric measurements in processes of deformation and thermal shrinkage of films, and also for
determination of width of a transitional zone.
3. Results
The charts received by a method of a differential scanning calorimetry in the course of first and repeated heatings
of samples of thermo-shrinkable polymeric materials qualitatively differ (fig. 2). On the chart of the first heating
of industrial samples of polyvinylchloride thermo-shrinkable films of production of the Don-Polymer firm,
subjected short-term (5с) to heating with fixed sizes in boiling water, there are two exothermic peaks, apparently,
to two stages of an orientation extract of a thermo-shrinkable film in the course of receiving by blower in hot
water at 50÷60 ºС and when cooling in a tension on air (20÷25 ºС) in contact with a steel surface. It will well be
coordinated with experimental data of article (Bigg. 1990) confirming existence of two stages of shrinkage of
such films from PVC. At repeated heating of all samples in the same crucible of a calorimeter of thermal effect it
isn't observed. Charts of repeated heating are used for more correct quantitative measurement and calculation of
sizes of thermal effects. If the film is subjected to modifying heat treatment under pressure of 500 kPa within 6
seconds, the exothermic peak corresponding to "cold" shrinkage at a temperature of 20÷25 ºС decreases by 6
times, and the thermal effect from film shrinkage at 50÷60 ºС is localized in the field of temperature - 52÷52 ºС
to which the film actually heats up for a short time modifying heat treatment. The quantity of the energy which
was allocated at shrinkage makes 4,1÷4,7 of J/g and practically doesn't change in the course of modification of
thermo-shrinkable polyvinylchloride by local heat treatment under pressure, as. normal pressure due to friction
between contacting surfaces interferes with film shrinkage during heat treatment. In places of local heat
treatment under pressure former level of internal tension remains and the exothermic effect is shown in the same
sizes at the subsequent heating.

а
b
Figure 2. DSK curve for samples of the focused thermoshrinkable polyvinylchloride film with characteristic
exothermic peaks
a – an initial sample of a film without processing,
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b– the sample subjected to heat treatment under pressure.
1 – DSK sensor signal at the first test.
2 – DSK sensor signal at repeated heating in a calorimeter crucible.
3 – result of subtraction of curves 1 and 2.
We investigated dependence of size of shrinkage of a film in the modified zone and sites adjoining to it from
modification temperature in the range of 70÷112 ºС at time of local influence 5÷7 of page. After shrinkage the
distorted grid between intervals was measured in a transitional zone with microscope application. By results of
measurements local shrinkage of unmodified intervals, residual size of local shrinkage of the modified sites,
width of a transitional zone were defined, and also the shrinkage gradient in a transitional zone was counted.
Results are given in
Table 1. Residual local shrinkage of films of polyvinylchloride of two brands 70 - 80 microns thick, determined
by various techniques of total heating
Brand
films
PVC

Shrin polyvinylchloride
«Eurofilm»

«Don-Polymer»

Temperature of
heat local treatment,°C
70
75
80
85
90
92
94
96
80
110
112

Minimum shrinkage of the interval film, %
laminator
water (95-100°C)
(100°C)
17
16
17
10
0
6
0
11
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4. Discussion
It is known that reduction of the sizes (shrinkage) of the focused films proceeds when heating spontaneously
under the influence of internal tension (Bigg, 1990), due to the energy absorbed by polymer in the course of their
linear or plane orientation. On the example of polyvinylchloride (Abdel-Naby, 2011), polystyrene and its
copolymers with the metakrilovy acid, subjected to plane orientation, it was shown (Berstein and Egorov, 1990. )
that the polymeric material deformed in a vitreous state on 30÷40 of %, reserves to 5÷6 of J of internal energy on
polymer gram. Influence of such (forcedly-elastichesky) deformation on heatphysical constants of vitreous
polymer is shown as follows. The chart DSK of the deformed polymer contains the wide exothermic peak,
located lower than temperature of vitrification (fig. 2), and the chart DSK of not deformed polymer contains only
endothermic peak in the field of its temperature of vitrification ( isn't shown). In process thermo-mechanical
modifications the exothermic peak is gradually displaced in area of big temperatures and decreases, and then
disappears completely after long heat treatment.
In many pilot studies of vitreous polymers by a method of a deformation calorimetry it is shown (15- Du and
Zhang, 2010) that plastic deformation of polymeric glasses essentially differs from the corresponding process
taking place in low-molecular solid bodies. The considerable part of work of deformation in an initial stage of
"cold" stretching or linear compression collects a polymeric body and won't be transformed to heat (Shenogin,
2004) without additional heating of the deformed samples. For the description of features of heat- physical
effects and structural and mechanical behavior of vitreous polymers some hypotheses (Courtney are offered.
1990, Abdel-Naby, and El-Hefnawy, 2003). The essence of one of these hypotheses consists in analogy between
"forcedly-elastichesky deformation" and "a forcedly-elastichesky relaxation" (Oleynik. 1991). Application of
conformable terms shows a community of mechanisms of deformation and the subsequent restoration of the
deformed polymer at shrinkage in the course of heating to temperature of vitrification of polymer.
The conducted researches show that the physical condition of polymer in which processes of
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forcedly-elastichesky deformation and a forcedly-elastichesky relaxation are carried out is essential. The thermal
effects accompanying deformation of stretching and shrinkage, have opposite signs, i.e. are exothermic or
endothermic in a vitreous and vysokoela-stichesky state. In vitreous polyvinylchloride the forcedly-elastichesky
relaxation proceeds with exothermic effect, and similar process in elastic amorphous and crystal polyethylene
and polypropylene is accompanied by endothermic effect (Kondratov and Buldyrev, 2012).
Local shrinkage of the modified intervals is shown in various degree in dependence on temperature and a
technique of its identification, i.e. from a sample of the device applied to the general heating – a water bath or a
laminator. The received results are tabulated.
From the received results of the measurements given in table 1, it is visible that use as a technical tool of
manifestation of an interval film with "shape memory" of a special cell of a laminator for fast heat treatment has
almost important advantagе .
Already at 80°C the shrinkage of the linear dimensions of the polyvinylchloride film parts earlier exposed to
local heat modification is equal to zero, and the local shrinkage of the adjacent parts of the film reaches maximal
values. In the transition zone of 0.6-0.8mm the shrinkage gradient at the boundaries of the polyvinylchloride film
parts subjected to modification is 0.48-0.89mm and it depends on the type of the polymer material and the
method of local modification.
Received information on the physical nature and quantitative characteristics of shrinkage of the polymeric films
modified by local heat treatment, allows to choose optimum modes of creation of protective marking of packing.
5. Conclusions
For protection of packing against falsification application interval is offered termoshirinkable films in
combination with printing on this film of the modified shaped code, with the subsequent check of authenticity of
printing packing by heating in controlled conditions. Tool identification of authenticity is carried out by reading
of a shaped code by scanners before thermo-shrinkage.
Optimum modes of carrying out process of modification of a termoshrinkable film on the basis of
polyvinylchloride for the purpose of receiving interval sealed materials with "shape memory" and conditions of
its heating after drawing a code for the purpose of determination of authenticity are investigated and chosen.
By a combination of a prepress distortion of the image of a shaped code to prepress preparation of the polymeric
film consisting in creation of an interval material with a certain sizes of modified zones and a gradient of
shrinkage, receive unique elements of protection of original packing of goods.
Local changing in the structure of the shrinkable polymer films under controlled conditions allows to create a
new technology of protection for the brands of mass goods due to using the effect of the “shape memory”
(Kondratov et al., 2011). The superiority of the suggested materials and the methods of falsification
counteraction developed on their base over analogous technical solutions is the opportunity of using
large-capacity polymers, high performance equipment to process thermoplastic materials into films, which
requires only minor modernization. Another advantage is the application if the fast printing techniques of
printing protective information on the films of the “roll to roll” type.
For increase of reliability and stability of processes of protection of packing with application of the offered
methods it is expedient to continue work on a choice and a way of modification of new polymeric materials. For
the purpose of reduction of time of local heat treatment up to the size less 5s, apparently, use of heating surfaces
with a bigger thermolysis, temperature increase and pressure at the time of formation in a film of intervals with
small shrinkage is required. Search and justification of ways of an intensification of marking will make a subject
of further researches.
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